• ALL RAIL COMPONENTS ARE MADE OF 6063-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY
• TREAD RAILS MUST RUN PERPENDICULAR TO TRAFFIC DIRECTION
• ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND IN THE PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND IS CONSIDERED PART OF THIS TRANSMITTAL.

NOTES:
- VERIFY TRAFFIC DIRECTION
- SINGLE TREAD
- DOUBLE TREAD
- BGV34C
- BGV34CC
- SECTION X-X
  SCALE 1 : 4
- SECTION Y-Y
  SCALE 1 : 4
- GRATE WIDTH
- GRATE LENGTH (TRAFFIC DIRECTION)

SECTION X-X
SCALE 1 : 4
SINGLE TREAD

SECTION Y-Y
SCALE 1 : 4
DOUBLE TREAD

1 1/8" [28.6mm]
9/16" [14.1mm]
11/16" [17.5mm]

1 11/16" [42.4mm]
1 1/8" [28.2mm]
11/16" [17.5mm]